Abstract--In this note, we prove a well-posedness result for a class of linear difference equations in the space of all real sequences {Vr}reNu{0} satisfying SUPrENU{0} r! IVrl < -bCX~. Such result is obtained as an application of a recent result on the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equations in the space of all functions u C C°°(R, E) (where E is a Banach space) whose derivatives are equibounded on each bounded subset of R.
INTRODUCTION
In the sequel, /~(N0,R) will be the space of all real sequences {Vr}reNo We also put ~ieI = 0, whenever I = O.
Our aim in this note is to point out the following well-posedness result in the space/~ (N0, R 
The proof of Theorem 1 (to which the next section is devoted) is based on a recent result, Proposition 4 of [1] , concerning the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equations in the space V(R, E) (where E is a Banach space) of all functions u E C~(R, E) whose derivatives are equibounded over each nonempty bounded subset of R.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we fix some notations. If (E, II" liE) is a Banach space, following [2] we denote by V(R, E), the space of all functions u E C~(R, E) such that for each nonempty bounded ~ C_ R one has Ilulla,E := sup sup u(k)(t) < +oo.
kENo tE~ E By Proposition 2 of [2], for each nonempty bounded ~t c_ R, the mapping u --+ [[ui[~,g is a norm
on V(R, E) and the space (V(R, E), I] ' Ha,E) is complete. We also denote by £(E) the space of all continuous linear operators from E into itself endowed with the usual norm
IIvHE_<l Let P be the Banach space of all polynomials over R n whose order is not greater than m, endowed with the norm IIWIIP = max lasl, for each W = E as x s E P.
sET sET
For each fixed/~ E N~, let A S E £(P) be the operator which carries each element of the space P into its derivative with respect to the multi-index ~. Of course, if W = ~seT as x a E P and E N~, we have Az(W) = E H~,, as x s-', 
PROPOSITION 1. Let/3 E T, with I/3[ > O. Then we have
[IAzl[z:(p) < maxHa ~. hence u E V(R, P) and (5) holds. Conversely, let u E V(R, P). For each t E R, and each a E T, let bs,t E R such that
. Let u : R --~ P be given. Then u E V(R, P) if and only it"for each multi-index ~ E T, there exists as E V(R,R) such that u(t) = ~ as (t)~ s, for ~ t ~ R. (4)

u(t) = ~ bs,t x ~. sET
For each a E T and each t E It, let as(t) = bs,t. Arguing by induction, and taking into account (1), it is not difficult to get as E C~(R,R), for all a E T and also ~(~) (t) --~ a~)(t) x s, --II~lli-~,~j,., 
